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ABSTRACT 
A study was conducted to choose a new resin for the BP Castro( bottle-making process. Four 
resins were tested using the standard 10-week stack test: ExxonMobil HY A30 I (the control), 
Chevron Marlex 9512H, Dow DMDA 6200, and BP Solvay HPS0-25-155. The study focused on 
five possible defects: bent neck, pushed up base, creased side wall, pushed in bumper, and 
creased label panel. The goal was to find a resin that performed as well as or better than the 
control resin. The test required bottles to be made and quality-checked for conformance to 
specification. The bottles were then put into an Environmental Stress Crack Resistance test and 
subsequently set up in a warehouse for a live load double stack test. Four pallets of each resin 
were loaded with ballast weight and left untouched. At the conclusion of IO weeks, the ballast 
weight was removed and the bottles were inspected for defects. None of the resins clearly 
outperformed the control resin on all elements of the evaluation. Due to the lack of supply of the 
control resin, a new resin had to be picked from this set; therefore, the comparison was narrowed 
down to a single defect type: bent neck. As a result, the Dow resin was chosen as the 
replacement. Future development in test methods can be drawn from this test set of data to 
produce a lab-based test that is done in a controlled environment at an accelerated pace. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The C. C. Wakefield Company has been packaging Castro) oil in containers since 1899. They 
started selling oil in bulk and drums and then moved to metal cans. As time passed and 
packaging materials improved, the corporation progressed into using spiral wound paper cans. 
Since the mid 1980s, Castro) has been putting the consumer-facing portion of its oil into plastic 
bottles. With each progressive change in container material, the performance and testing 
requirements changed. 
The move to blown high density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic bottles from the spiral wound 
paper cans represented a major change because the package system went from one that could 
easily support a heavy top load to a system that was significantly reduced and required extra 
packaging to maintain the same top load. While the can would support the pallet load, the plastic 
bottle would not. This meant that the outer carton now needed to support the entire load by itself. 
This new requirement led to the development of a new test method referred to as a stack test. It is 
now the standard and required test used to validate that any change to the package system is 
acceptable. 
This document will discuss a IO week stack test that was performed because of a requirement to 
identify a new HDPE resin to be used for the Castro) plastic bottles. The goal was to select a 
replacement resin based on defects and to explore whether there was a way to shorten the test 
method. 
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
A literature search was performed to identify any prior work or useful texts that would help to 
develop and improve the IO week stack test method. Discussions about compression testing 
proved to be the most commonly found theme. While informative, none of the works that were 
reviewed had components that dealt with the inclusion of outside environmental conditions or 
had long durations. The most relevant document, Creep Performance Data for Corrugated 
Boxes: Accelerated Versus Long Term Compression Strength, was presented by Dr. Paul Singh 
at Dimensions 2003. He stated that the ASTM method D642 "greatly overestimates endurance" 
and that "additional lab testing beyond ASTM D642 is therefore required." His work consisted 
of using a creep to load failure method on the cartons to get damage on a lab machine that related 
in weight load to what was seen in the field test of cartons that were loaded with percentages of 
the ultimate strength of the carton. This led him to a hypothesis that "if the deflection failure 
criterion is correct, then this allows us to predict when boxes will collapse at load level." After 
his testing he concluded that "It appears that the new method presented here is able to predict 
long term compression failure better that standard practice. The new method requires additional 
testing beyond ASTM D642, but this is to be expected. The payoff is that the prediction is now 
based on data taken over time, albeit short term, which makes it more representative of actual 
conditions." 
A couple of issues surfaced during his test, the biggest being the "center loading" of the cartons. 
Also not included in his work was the effect of longer term exposure to conditions out side of 
standard lab conditions of 73° F., 50%. For these reasons, his method cannot be used as a 
replacement for the Castro) stack test. 
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3.0 TEST PLAN 
A stack test is necessary when a change in the packaging system is identified; usually it is a 
change to the bottle structure or the carton. The typical changes to a bottle that would necessitate 
a stack test would be a change in resin, either supplier or type; a change in the color supplier; a 
change in color; a desire to take weight out of the bottle (light weighting); a change in the fluid 
formula; mold modifications; or a change in vendor or the manufacturing process used to make 
the bottle. The typical changes to a corrugated carton that would necessitate a stack test would be 
a flute change, a liner change, medium change, or a size change. It is believed that the weights of 
the liners or mediums are so common among the corrugated carton makers that a change in 
source or paper mill would not dictate a stack test as Jong as the manufacturing process to make 
the liner or medium is comparable. More often than not, a stack test is done due to a bottle 
change and not because of a carton or fluid issue. 
The duration of the live loaded stack test to be conducted for this study was set at 10 weeks, the 
maximum amount of time that a pallet might see a double stack situation either in a Castro I 
warehouse or at the customer's distribution center. This was determined based on 3 weeks of 
storage in the production facility added to 3 weeks at a distribution site and I week at the 
customer store location. Three additional weeks were added for a safety factor to account for 
improper stock rotation. The test was to be conducted in a warehouse that was not controlled for 
atmosphere, resulting in the possibility of a large swing in temperature and humidity. 
When a stack test is needed, a production plan and test protocol are developed. This protocol 
includes the need to produce control samples of the current system as well as test samples that 
represent the desired change. A minimum of four pallets of the control system (control set) and 
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four pallets of the proposed system (test set) would be set up, including the change to be 
evaluated. The control set would be representative of the current process (normal production) 
and no extra measurements for dimensional or top load characteristics would be taken. The test 
set, however, was to be extensively measured for all dimensional attributes including top load 
characteristics, wall balance, bottle weight, shrinkage, length, width, depth, and Environment 
Stress Crack Resistance (ESCR). This data would be reviewed to validate that the change was 
able to be produced consistently in the production environment. The making of the test set would 
be set to run over a 4-8 hour qualification period and overseen by a Quality Assurance 
representative and the Packaging Engineer assigned to the project. 
With the changed process complete, the bottles from the control set and the test set would be sent 
to the filler to be filled, capped, and drop packed into the shipping carton. These filled cartons 
would then be conveyed to the palletizer to be palletized and stretch wrapped. Focus and care 
would need to be paid to the process at this point to assure that the pallet produced would be as 
consistent with what would be seen in a production environment. 
After the pallets came off the line, they would be labeled and placed in a trailer to be moved to a 
nearby off site warehouse. The advantage of the off site location would be that the control set 
and test set could be monitored and would be less likely to be disturbed during the 10 week 
evaluation. The driver would be told to take care in transporting the load so that it would not 
shift in transit. The truck would be met at the warehouse, and the product would be unloaded and 
set in a location that was out of the way so that the product wouldn't be disrupted until the end of 
the cycle. 
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When the pallets arrived at the warehouse, ballast weight (i.e., full pallets of the same type of 
product) would be loaded onto the top of control set and the test set (see Figure l ). The top 
loading of the test and control pallets would be supervised very carefully to ensure that the top 
pallet was placed neatly and squarely, and the fork lift was lowered slowly and levelly so that 
one edge or corner did not get preloaded. After the pallets were loaded, a vertical height 
measurement of each corner of the pallets would be taken and recorded. This measurement 
would be checked each week to verify whether the pallets were shrinking or tipping which would 
give an indication of a carton or bottle failure starting. If the pallets had a sag (horizontal­
parallel to floor) or lean (vertical-perpendicular to floor) greater than 2 inches, the stack would 
be removed from the test and evaluated to determine the cause. While this might not disqualify 
the entire test, it was the reason that at least 4 pallets for were put up for evaluation . 
.. _..._. 
Figure 1. Double Stacked Pallet 
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At the end of the 10 weeks, this ballast load would be removed from the control set and the test 
set of pallets. Each pallet would then be measured again for the vertical height to quantify any 
spring back that might occur. The evaluation of performance would be done with the lowest 
three layers of product; if damage was found on the third from the bottom layer, then each 
successive layer above would be evaluated until no damage was found in a layer. All cases on 
each layer would be opened and each bottle inspected for damage. Damage could include bent 
neck, pushed up base, creased side wall, pushed in bumper, and creased label panel (see Figure 
2). All defects would be noted with respect to the layer in the pallet, carton in the layer, and 
bottle location in the case relative to the manufacturing joint. These defects would then be 
cataloged and reviewed to identify any trends or commonality. If the rate of defects was low 
enough and no significant trend existed, the test would be considered a pass and the change 












4.0 STUDY PREPARATION 
Over the years since the plastic bottle has come into full use, many stack tests have been 
conducted and evaluated. BP Lubricants averages about one stack test a year, and in the last few 
years, the company has done many large multi-variable tests. But, although the set up has 
become routine, the review and evaluation still need improvements. 
The focal point for the tests would be the large production facility in Baton Rouge, LA. This 
plant has very senior staff with years of experience in stack testing, and the facility also has a 
range of equipment so that it can handle the evaluation of any type of change. The Castro! site 
also has an on site bottle maker, Graham Packaging Company. The final advantage for this site is 
its proximity to the Mississippi River. The river provides a harsh testing environment that offers 
a hot humid summer and a damp cool winter. 
The particular test documented and discussed in this thesis was needed because of a resin change 
request made by the bottle maker since the current approved supplier was discontinuing supply. 
The current resin supplier provided a resin that they felt was a replacement for what they were 
discontinuing. This resin was tested without much evaluation and provided what was determined 
to be a false start to the approval phase of the new resin. The test was aborted and taken down 
early due to a safety concern of the pallets having some excessive lean, and it was feared that 
they would eventuallv fall over and cause a spill. This was seen as valuable in that it showed the 
need for a more focused set up and more care in regard to the material choices and location of 
the tests, as well as weekly monitoring for safety. 
The preparation phase of this project included determining which resins had the correct 
properties and would process correctly in a production environment. It was also determined that 
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BP Lubricants wanted to qualify as many resins as possible so that qualified back up resins 
would be available. After the technical data sheets and physical test data were reviewed, the final 
set of resins included the control resin (Mobil HY A 30 I) and four alternatives (Mobil 
replacement LA-054, Dow DMDA-6200, Chevron 95 I 2-H, and BP Solvay HPSS-25-155). The 
Dow and Chevron resins were stock off the shelf; however, the Mobil replacement and the BP 
Solvay resin were custom made for the company's application and production process. 
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5.0 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
Having identified the resins for the test and captured the improvement opportunities from the 
false start test, it was time to begin the new test. A protocol was developed that included the 
following: 
• multiple colors (green, silver, black, purple, and white)
• multiple bottle shapes and fill sizes (quart, gallon and 5 quart)
• different production lines (three in Port Allen, LA; two in Houston, TX; one in
Richmond, CA; two in Bristol, PA; and two in New Orleans, LA)
• the number of bottles needed for testing and evaluation
The final step in setting up the test was to procure the needed quantities of resin and set up the 
production schedule. 
For the purpose of this thesis, the focus was on one bottle shape, one color, and one packaging 
configuration. The white Castro! GTX bottle is sold in a 12 bottles per carton package (see 
Figure 3) in all of the major automotive retail locations. It is the biggest selling item in the 
Castro! family of products, so any failure in the market would have a huge impact on the brand 
image. 
Figure 3. GTX carton with 12-1 qt bottles 
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The test phase started in September 2003 in Baton Rouge and worked through the three 
production lines to validate that the resins all preformed consistently. On site for the production 
of the bottles were representatives from all four resin companies, Castro!, and Graham. The 
production of the needed bottles took a week. The first phase was to run the Mobil HY A 30 I 
resin (control) and make sure the process was stable. When stability was achieved, the screen 
packs were changed on the line and sampling began. The plan called for a 4 hour continuous run 
and one round of bottles (24 bottles; one bottle from each cavity on the Graham Packaging 
Company Super 12 continuous blow molding machine shown in Figure 4) collected every 15 
minutes for data; this was done by the quality assurance department of the bottle maker. The data 
collected included bottle weights, top load strength, thread dimensions, and bottle wall thickness. 
The bottles were also inspected for surface finish, color density, and minimum drop height 
failure point. When the run was completed, 20 random samples were taken for Environmental 
Stress Crack Resistance (ESCR) and a final dimensional check. When the results of the ESCR 
and the dimensions were deemed acceptable, the bottles were released to the production line for 
filling. 
Figure 4. Graham Packaging Blow Molding Wheel 
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On the filling line, bottles were watched to make sure they were filled to the proper level and that 
the cap was applied correctly at normal machine speed (400+ bottles per minute). From the out 
feed of the filler/capper, the bottles were drop packed into the 12 count corrugated case and 
conveyed to the palletizer. At the palletizer, the cartons were loaded onto recycled CHEP pallets. 
Since the pallets were not the best quality, the operators did a quick check to make sure that deck 
boards and blocks were not completely missing as this would pose a safety concern. On the 
inspected pallets were placed 12 cartons per layer and the pallets were interlocked 7 layers high 
(see Figure 5). The full pallets were then conveyed to the stretch wrapper where they were 
wrapped. They were then taken to an awaiting trailer to be sent to the outside warehouse for the 
start of the stack test. For each test pallet sent, an equivalent pallet by weight was sent to be used 
as the top pallet for the ballast weight to make the double stack. 
72130 
Figure 5. Single Pallet 
The warehouse was 3 miles from the production plant. The building was made of uninsulated 
sheet metal located a few hundred yards from the edge of the Mississippi River, was not 
temperature or humidity controlled, and was very drafty. The pallets were unloaded and placed 
on the concrete floor in order of production and with 3 feet of space on all sides so that the 
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pallets could be walked around. Once the test pallet was in place and labeled, a top pallet of 
ballast weight was carefully lowered on to the top of the test pallet, with assurance that it was 
lowered flat to the top and slowly so that the edges were not creased or an unnatural load was not 
applied by the downward force of the forklift. Once the pallet was staged with the ballast, the 
initial starting height of the four comers was measured and recorded. This measurement was 
taken weekly for the balance of the test to document any shrinkage and look for any indication of 
pallet lean that would indicate an unsafe condition where the pallet might topple and spill. If a 
lean were detected, the ballast weight was to be removed and the single test pallet was to be 
taken out of the evaluation. The pallets remained untouched until the IO week mark, at which 
time they were measured for a final time loaded. Each test pallet then had the ballast weight 
removed and an unload height measurement taken to determine how much the pallet crushed 
during the test. The ballast weight was sent back into the normal warehouse population, and the 
test pallets evaluated one by one. The pallet was reviewed externally and any defects or damage 
recorded. The top four layers, which historically have not had significant-if any-damage were 
off loaded onto another pallet in reverse order, and the original layout and orientation maintained 
in case the bottles in those layers needed to be reviewed (see Figure 6). The actual bottle 
evaluation began on layer three. 
Figure 6. Single Layer of Cartons 
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Each case on the layer was given a number based on its location and each bottle with in the case 
was given a number based on it relationship to the manufacturing joint of the case (see Figure 7). 
Each bottle was to be screened for five defects: bent neck, pushed up base, creased side wall, 
creased label panel, and pushed in label bumper. Bottles could have between zero and five 
defects. The defects were not graded on severity, just as present or not present. 
After layer three was inspected, the evaluation moved to layer two and finally ended at layer one. 
All observations were captured by hand on worksheets so that they could later be entered into a 
computer for data comparison. Once all of the bottles and cases had been inspected, all of the 
fluid was recycled back into the plant to be re-blended, and the bottles and cases were destroyed. 
Figure 7. Single Carton with Bottle Numbers 
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6.0 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
The premise for the evaluation was that for the new resins to qualify, they must perform as well 
as or better than the control resin. For this test, four pallets of each resin were evaluated.* This 
yielded a total population of 16,128 bottles with a potential of 80,640 defects. Out of this 
population, 6,9 I 2 bottles were inspected for defects. This smaller number was based on prior 
testing experience in which the top four layers showed no damage so those bottles were 
considered to be passed with zero defects. Evaluation of the data determined that there were a 
total of I 0,389 defects, which was 30. I% of the total possible defects from the inspected bottles 
or 12.9% defects in the total population (see Figure 8). 
No Defects 
70% 
Total Population Reviewed 
Defects 
30% 
Figure 8. Defects in Total Population 
• Technical information and raw data tables for each resin tested can be found in Appendixes A through D.
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The 30% defects found in the total population were distributed as follows (see Figure 9): 
• pushed up base - l 0%
• creased side wall - 9%
• pushed in label bumper - 5.5%
• creased label panel - 4.5%
• bent neck - l %
Defects by Type 








Figure 9. Defects by Type in All Resins 
Defects by each layer and type were then compiled and evaluated for each resin tested. Figure I 0 
shows the defects by layer and type for the control resin. The total defects by layer for the 









Control Resin Defects 
Pushed up Creased Side Creased Label Pushed In 
Base Wall Panel Label Bumper 
Defects 
Figure 10. Control Resin Defects by Layer and Type 
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Layer 3 
• Layer 2 
D Layer 1 
Figure 11 shows the defects by layer and type for the Chevron resin. The total defects by layer 










Chevron Resin Defects 
Bent Neck Pushed up Creased Side Creased Label Pushed In 
Base Wall Panel Label Bumper 
Defects 
Figure 11. Chevron Resin Defects by Layer and Type 
• Layer 3 
• Layer 2 
o Layer 1 
Figure 12 shows the defects by layer and type for the Dow resin. The total defects by layer for 










Dow Resin Defects 
Bent Neck Pushed up Creased Side Creased Label Pushed In 
Base Wall Panel Label Bumper 
Defects 
Figure 12. Dow Resin Defects by Layer and Type 
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• Layer 3 
• Layer 2 
o Layer 1 
Q. 
i: 
Figure 13 shows the defects by layer and type for the BP Solvay resin. The total defects by layer 









BP Solvay Resin Defects 
Pushed up Creased Side Creased Label Pushed In 
Base Wall Panel Label Bumper 
Defects 
Figure 13. BP Solvay Resin Defects by Layer and Type 
Layer 3 
Figures 14 through 16 present a comparison of the defect types by layer for the three resins 
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Figure 15. All Resins Layer 2 Defects 
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7.0 DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
The goal of the testing was to find a resin that performed as well as or better than the control 
resin. Based on the data obtained in the inspection, the effort did not succeed. None of the test 
resins matched or beat the control resin in regard to the defects considered. The purpose of this 
test method was to prove that the change being made would not negatively impact the production 
and safety of the product in the plant, in the distribution environment, and at the final customer 
warehouse location. The mechanics of the individual data review were fairly straightforward. 
The interpretation of the defects for each bottle was an issue both in classification and the 
consistency of inspection over the 2 weeks that it takes to break down a test of this size. 
Since the company was in a situation where it was not going to have an adequate supply of the 
control resin, a replacement resin had to be chosen. It was decided that the bent neck defect type 
was the most critical attribute based on the inspection. The company moved into production with 
the new primary resin being the Dow DMDA 6200, with the Chevron 9512H as the backup. The 
BP Solvay HP55-25-l 55 resin had so many defects in comparison that it was eliminated from the 
list. 
The test method of using l O weeks, while being "real world," is very difficult to control and get 
repeatable results. The method has many factors that impact the end result, including something 
as simple as the quality of the pallet that is used on the bottom of the ballast weight pallet. An 
attempt was made to control these by inspecting or using only new materials; the issue with this 
approach is that in the real production environment, it would not be possible to control the 
materials. This is the same pitfall encountered when trying to find a lab-based test that will 
reproduce the duration and the damage found in the real test. Using formulas like McKee's to 
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spec boxes and temperature/humidity profiles to do lab-based compression testing has only 
resulted in the implementation of cartons that are costly and in some respects not properly 
specified for the company's usage. 
The target for this test and data review was to approve a new resin based on comparison. The 
mark on this test was missed and more work is needed to develop a reproducible test for a lab 
environment. The next phase to develop this test should include the following activities: 
• First, extensive benchmarking needs to be done to quantify when and how much damage
occurs during the live test. It has not been determined whether the damage occurs in the
first week or the tenth week or whether it is cumulative. Work has progress in this vein.
The company has started to do reviews at three weeks and six weeks and has also begun
to look more closely at the bottle performance data and the carton manufacturing data.
• Second, actual temperature and humidity values and the moisture content of the carton
should be documented during the benchmarking process.
• Third, a temperature and humidity chamber that can cycle and represent the environment
documented during the benchmarking in Louisiana should be set up to confirm that I 0
weeks in a chamber can duplicate results found in the warehouse.
• Fourth and finally, steps should be taken to increase temperature and humidity to a level
that will produce equivalent defects in a much shorter time.
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APPENDIX A: EXXONMOBIL RESIN (CONTROL) 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND RAW DATA TABLE 
ExxonMobil 
High Density Polyethylene 
HY A-301 Blow Molding Resin 
Description 
HYA-301 1s a blow molding grade high density 
polyethylene copolymer offering a good oomb1nat1on of 
stiffness and stress crack resistance 










Household and lndustnal chem,cal containers 
,.. Food packaging 
Pharmaceutical packag,ng 
Nominal Value 




0.38 g/10 m,n 
59 6 lbs' t 
0.38 g/10 min 
0.954 gtcm3 
Mechanical (23 C, 50% relative hum,d1ty unless otherwtse noted) 
Tensile Strength at Yield 0-638 
Tensile Strength at Break 0-638 
Elongation at Yield 0-638 
Elongation at Break 0-638 
1 % Secant Tensile Modulus 0-638 
Flexural Modulus' 0-790 
Tensile Impact 0-1822 
Impact Bnttleness Temperature 0-746 
Environmental Stress Crack Resistance 0-1693 
Thermal 
Vicat Softening Temperature 0- 525 
Heat De ection Temperature, 66 psi load 0-648 
Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion 0-696 
Processln 
Typical Melt Temperature 
1 Values are typ,cal and should not be ,nterpreted as spec,f1cat,ons 
2 Method 1, Procedure A (1"x3"x0 125"). Tangent Calculation 
3 Cond1bon B 1000,o lgepal 
FDA Status: 
























1 1 x1 o" cmtcm, c 
191 C 
Th,s resin meets all the requirements of the FDA for olefin polymers to be used as articles or components of articles 
for contact with food as set forth ,n 2" CFR 177 1520 (c) 2 1 2 2 2 3 
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Table A. All Raw Data Combined for ExxonMobil Resin (Control) 
Control Resin Defects 
Pushed Creased Creased Pushed 
Bent Up Side Label in Total 
Neck Base Wall Panel Bum er Defects 
Control allet 1 la er 1 7 124 74 109 46 360 
Control allet 2 la er 1 1 28 64 37 6 136 
Control allet 3 la er 1 110 64 36 23 234 
Control allet 4 la er 1 2 34 66 29 10 141 
Control allet 1 la er 2 3 117 108 103 83 414 
Control allet 2 la er 2 5 27 66 41 12 151 
Control allet 3 la er 2 2 94 81 31 25 233 
Control allet 4 la er 2 4 25 72 38 19 158 
Control allet 1 la er 3 6 120 110 67 101 404 
Control allet 2 la er 3 0 8 43 32 13 96 
Control allet 3 la er 3 0 75 64 26 8 175 
Control allet 4 la er 3 0 11 24 11 9 55 
Control la er 1 total 11 296 268 211 85 871 
% defect on la er 1 all allets 0.4% 10.3% 9.3% 7.3% 3.0% 30.2% 
Control la er 2 total 14 263 327 213 139 956 
% defect on la er 2 all allets 0.5% 9.1% 11.4% 7.4% 4.8% 33.2% 
Control la er 3 total 6 214 241 136 131 730 
% defect on la er 3 all allets 0.2% 7.4% 8.4% 4.7% 4.5% 25.3% 
Grand total for Control resin 31 773 836 560 355 2557 
0.4% 8.9% 9.7% 6.5% 4.1% 29.6% 
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APPENDIX B: CHEVRON RESIN 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND RAW DATA TABLE 
For mo-e 1r1lorma11on arid tec"I., ca 
..... &1~~'"'"1 
Chevron P~ •PS Ch<emlt:al Con,pany P 
p O Bo14910 
ThP Wnnd!And TX 77387 -<491 0 
800 231 1212 
---- / MAIII.EX 
Po1rcr11ru1fI 
PREMIUM EXTRUSION AHO RIGID PACKAGING RESINS 
Marie 9512H 
HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE 
This gas phase, high molecular weight hexane copolymer Is tailored 
for lightweight blow molded parts that require: 
• Excellent st,ffness-to-ESCR ratio 
• Good impact resistance 
Typical blow molded applications for 9512H include: 
• 0,1 tx,r1os 
• Household and •ndustna chemical containe~ 
• Personal care products 
NOMINAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES ' '' I 
This resin meets these specifications 
• ASTM 0 4976 - PE 235 
• FDA 21 CFR 177 1520(c) 3 2a use cond,t ons B 
through H per 21 CFR 176 170(c) 
• L sted 1r the Drug Master File 
English SI Method 
--- - - - - - I I - --
Density_ - 0 954 91cm ASTM 01505 
Melt Index 9or.! 16 ------ - 0 40 g'10 mm ASTM 01238 
,_!!nsile Strength at Yield 2 ,.•m,n 7voo V bar 4.300 ps, 29 MPa ASTM 0638 
Elongation at Break. 2 1n/•1-un -ype N bar 500% 500% ASTM 0638 
~ral Modulus, Ta~nl 16 1 spa~ depth O 5 n.rmn 195.000 ps, 1.340 MPa ASTM 0790 
ESCR Cci"°'11onA1ioc~.,~pal\ Fso 100 h 100 h ASTM 01693 
ESCR ot>on B •10 oopal, Fo, 80 h 80 h ASTM 01693 
~ness Temperature Twe A Tvoe 1 &pec1men <-103 F <-75 C ASTM 0746 ·-,.. itted t-iere n are typiea' of the product out dO noc ref:ed 'lOfmal ·esting vanance an(j therefore &t'Q.+ld not be used for apecif1cat.on 
purpos,m Y ii'" · :,Jd The phys.car properties we·e de'errrJned on compreu,on molded specur s t'lal w$"9 pteo,a,«1 n accorda!'\Ce \¥th ~edure C 
ofAS""MD47 3 Ar1 •Ai 
MSDS P240370 Rev1s1or Date Apr I 2004 
Before us.mg U'iis prOduct. tr\9 l.lM~ •s adv sec and ca ... !Ot'led to ma11.e ts c....., oet.em: naton and aueument of the satety and S.J1tabl ty 
of me prod.JC! tor the &pe0f1c UH en question a"ld 1a furtr.er advi$8d aga r,1: ·eiy ng on tt'le l'lfo.'TN1tJor' co,ita ,iec, "*•" as i1 may reiate 
to any specif~ ..ise or a:>p1 ca· on 1t s the ultJmate respons b ty ol lhe JSer to enai.."11 Iha! the proct..a ,s b ted ar,ct tt,- .ntom,.a~l()r't , 
app11c:a01e 10 the ...se"'s S,p6Clf' c appr ca; on CheV"'on Pi ps Chern ea Company LP does not ma1Ce. arld ex;,ressiy c:uda,ms a 
warranties oduding wowan; es ol rre•Chantao. ty or f !."'IHS lor • pa'\oeu ar Pl,.rpoM ,._.,.d ns cl wne:he• ora or wi"en express o 
rnplied or a ieged y a"l:I ng from a.,y ..isage of ary trade or trorr a"ly to,Jf'Mt ol de.a l"IO n connect.or. .....,in~ ..iH of tne ,rlornator 
conta,ned here nor the ;,rod.JC1 lt)elf T)ie u~r e11preuly navmn all r sk: and abl ly. wnetner baled in contract. l0l1 01' othe•,.... se in 
connection 'M'"I the i..se of :.ne nfon,,aton cx:w,t,uned t'lere,r or the product itself Further rfonna• o,, co,,ta ned here n s G ven IMthoo 
·elereoce to any 1nte ea...a1 property ,ssues IS as fee1..-. ~tate or IOCa ...., wt'llcn ma~ be e"ICOuntered ,,, tf'\e uH t"e,eof Such 
,. .-.,,....,.c clv>, ~ ha ,. -.c• ""'' - '""',..,. c•~ 
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Table B. All Raw Data Combined for Chevron Resin 
Chevron Resin I Defects 
I I 
Pushed Creased Creased Pushed 
Bent Up Side Label in Total 
Neck Base Wall Panel Bumper Defects 
Chevron pallet 1 layer 1 4 94 48 27 40 213 
Chevron pallet 2 layer 1 0 79 53 19 15 166 
Chevron pallet 3 layer 1 2 117 93 41 67 320 
Chevron pallet 4 layer 1 17 52 48 11 6 134 
Chevron pallet 1 layer 2 11 76 52 26 19 184 
Chevron pallet 2 layer 2 2 63 35 9 6 115 
Chevron pallet 3 layer 2 6 90 75 29 79 279 
Chevron pallet 4 layer 2 11 87 61 44 37 240 
Chevron pallet 1 layer 3 4 41 31 14 11 101 
Chevron pallet 2 layer 3 2 59 52 9 9 131 
Chevron pallet 3 layer 3 2 84 73 18 70 247 
Chevron pallet 4 layer 3 3 49 49 51 28 180 
Chevron layer 1 total 23 342 242 98 128 833 
% defect on layer 1 all pallets 0.8% 11.9% 8.4% 3.4% 4.4% 28.9% 
Chevron layer 2 total 30 316 223 108 141 818 
% defect on layer 2 all pallets 1.0% 11.0% 7.7% 3.8% 4.9% 28.4% 
Chevron layer 3 total 11 233 205 92 118 659 
% defect on layer 3 all pallets 0.4% 8.1% 7.1% 3.2% 4.1% 22.9% 
Grand total for Chevron resin 64 891 670 298 387 2310 
0.7% 10.3% 7.8% 3.4% 4.5% 26.7% 
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APPENDIX C: DOW RESIN 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND RAW DATA TABLE 
Blow Molding Resin 
~ 
Dow Plastics 
DMDA-6200 NT 7 UNIVAL 
Blow Molding Resins UNIPOL Polyolefins 
• Excellent stress crack resistance and ng1d1ty 
• High impact strength 
• Moderate swell 
• High melt strength 
• Complies with U S FDA 21 CFR 177 1520 (c) 3.2a 
Used 1n all food packaging applications including 
holding food during cooking 
Consult the regulations for complete details 
DMDA-6200 NT 7 UNIVAL .,.. Blow 
Molding Resins UNIPOL"'-' 
Polyolefins 1s a multipurpose 
polymer designed for high speed 
production of blow molded 
Physical Properties 
Resin Properties 
Melt Index 190/21 60 Cln l . q/10 min 
Melt Index 190/2.16 (bl. a/10 min 
Dens,tv, alee 
DSC Melt,no Point F C'Cl 
DSC Crvstallozabon Point "F ('C) 
Molded Plaaue Prooerties 
Average Hardness. Shore D 
Flexural Modulus, ps1 (MPa I 
Tensile Strenath at Yield, os, (MPa) 
ElonQat10n at Break, % 
containers used to package 
household industrial chemicals 
(e.g ., detergents, bleach, fabric 
softeners), toiletnes and cosmetics 
(e.g , shampoos, creams, lotions, 
Test Method 
ASTM D 1238 
ASTM D 1238 
ASTM D 1505 
Dow Method 
Dow Method 
ASTM D 2240 
ASTM D 790 B 
ASTM D 638 
ASTM D 638 
Environmental Stress Crack Resistance ASTM D 1693 
122' F (50' C). F.,,. 100¾ laepal hrs 
BnWeness Temperature, F ('Cl ASTM D 746 
Deflect,on Temperature Under Load ASTM D 640 
@ 66 PSI (045 MPa), F ("CJ 
etc.), health and medicinal aids, 
and food products. In add1tJon, 1t 
can be blow molded into other thin 
walled parts and houseware items 
and can be extruded into profiles 













l 1) Typical va .Jei not to be construed a spec1ficat ons 
Use" shOuld COf'firm resu1t, by their own tests 
·Trademark of The Do.v Chemical Company 
'Dow P,astics. a business group of The Dow Chemtea1 Company and its subs d1anes 
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2) Molded and tested 1n accordance with ASTM 04976 
-See ''Hand/mg Considerations· aNached 
Pi..~ V\ed o• ,02 
Form No 305-02851-0102 
Handling Considerations 
Matenal Safety Data (MSD) sheets for the 
product are available from Dow Plastics. a 
business group of The Dow Chemical 
Company and its subsidiaries. 10 help 
customers further satisfy their own safe 
handling and disposal needs and those 
that may be required by OSHA Matenal 
Safety Data sheets on Dow products are 
intended to provide customers with 
essentia 1nformat.K>n on such topics as 
Health and Worker Safety, Combust1b1hty, 
and Disposal ConsideratJons Such 
mformation should be requested from the 
supplier(s\ of any product(s) pnor to 
'NC>rking w th 1t As various add1tives and 
processing aids used m fabncation have 
their own safe use proflle. their possible 
influence on handling and disposal must be 
investigated separately For "Regulated" 
uses, such as food contact, your Dow 
sales representative can obtain comphance 
letters for specific resins 
Disposal 
DO NOT DUMP INTO ANY SEWERS. ON 
�HE GROUND. OR INTO ANY BODY OF 
WATER All d,sposal methods must be 1n 
compliance with a I Federal, 
State/prov1ncial and local laws and 
regulations Waste charactenzat,ons and 
compliance with appf,cable la'NS are the 
respons1bd1ty solely of the waste generator 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY HAS NO 
CONTROL OVER THE MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICES OR MANUFACTURING PROC­
ESSES OF PARTIES HANDLING OR USING 
THIS MATERIAL THE INFORMATION 
PRESENTED HERE PERTAINS ONLY TO 
Tl"iE PRODUCT AS SHIPPED ,N ITS 
INTENDED CONDITION AS DESCRIBED IN 
MSDS SECT·ON 2 (Compos t1on/lnformat1on 
On 1ngred,ents) FOR UNUSED AND 
UNCONTAMINATED PRODUCT the 
preferred options 1nciude sending to a 
licensed. permitted recycler. reda,mer 
incinerator or other therma: destruct10n 
device. and landfill These polymers have high 
heat values and should be mcmerated only in 
umts designed to handle high heats of 
combustion ln landfill. these polymers are 
inert, do not degrade quickly, form a strong 
and permanent soil base. and evolve virtually 
no gases or leachates known to pollute water 
resources 
As a service to .ts customers. Dow can 
provide names of informahon resources to 
help identify waste management companies 
and other facihues which recycle, reprocess 
or manage chemicals or plast.cs, and that 
manage used drums For more details 
contact The Dow Chemical Company 
Customer lnformatton Center at 1-800--441 
4369 In Mexico. cal 95-800-441-4369 
Product Stewardship 
.... he Dow Chem1ca Company has a 
fundamental concern for all who make 
distribute. and use tts products and for the 
environment 1n which we live 
This concern 1s the basis for our 
Product Stewardship philosophy by 
which we assess the health and 
environmental 1nformat1on on our 
products and take appropriate steps to 
protect employee and public health, 
and our environment Our Product 
Stewardship program rests wtth each 
and fN8ry md1v1dual involved with Dow 
products - from the in,tlal concept and 
research. to manufacture, use, saie 
and disposal of each product 
Customer Notice 
Dow strongly encourages its customers 
to review both their manufacturing 
processes and their appl1cat1ons of Dow 
products from the standpoint of human 
hea:th and environmental Quality to help 
ensure that Dow products are not used 
in ways for which they are not intended 
or tested Dow personnel will assist 
customers in dealing with ecological 
and product safety conslderat,ons Dow 
product literature. 1nC1ud1ng MSD sheets 
should be consulted prior to use of Dow 
products Your Dow Plashes saies 
representative can arrange the proper 
contacts or wr;te to Dow Plastics 
Additional Information 
For more information 1n the United 
States or Canada. call 1-80()-441-4369 
In Mexico. call 95-800-441-4369 
NOTICE: No freedom from infringement of any patent owned by Dow or others 1s to be inferred Because use conditions and apphcable 
la\YS may dtffer from one location to another and may change with time Customer 1s responsible for determ1n1ng whether products and 
the 1nformatt0n in this document are appropnate for Customer's use and for ensuring that Customer's workplace and disposal practices 
are in compliance with applicable laws and other governmental enactments Dow assumes no obl,gat1on or hab1hty for the information 
1n this document NO WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN; All IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED 
NOTICE If products are descnbed as ·expenmenta or 'deveiopmentar (1) product specificabons may not be fully determined, (21 
analysts of hazards and caution 1n handling and use are requ1red: and {31 there 1s greater potent,a! for Dow to change speoficauons 
and/or discontinue production 
NOTICE REGARDING MEDICAL APPLICATION RESTRICT:ONS The Po:yotefins bus,ness of The Dow Chemical Company does not 
recommend any Dow product or sample product for use ,A) 1n any commercial or developmental application which 1s intended for 
contact wtlh human interna body fluids or body t,ssues. regardless of the length of time involved; (B� in any cardiac prosthetic device 
appl1catt0n, regardless of the length of t:me involved, including without hm1tat1on, pacemaker leads and devices. anif1c1al hearts. hean 
valves, intra·aortJc ba1loons and control systems, and ventricular bypass assisted devices: (C) as a cnt1cal component in any medical 
device that supports or sustains human life; and 0) specifically by pregnant women or 1n any appilcations desfQned spec,f,cally to 
promote or interfere with human reproduction 
Publ,shed May 2001 
The Dow Chem,cal Company, 2040 Dow Center, Midland. Ml 48674 
Dow Chemical Canada Inc , 1086 Modelano Rd P O  Box 1012. Sarnia Ontar,o N7T 7K7 Canada 
Dow Ou,m,ca Mexicana S A  de C V  .. To•re Opt.ma - Mezzanine, Av. Paseo de las Pa1mas No 405 
Col ,omas de Chapultepec 11000 Mexico D F Mexico 
� 
Dow Plastics 
We don't succeed unless you do. 
Pnr.1cd 111 L'S A ·Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company 
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Table C: All Raw Data Combined for Dow Resin 
Dow Resin I Defects 
I I 
Pushed Creased Creased Pushed 
Bent Up Side Label in Total 
Neck Base Wall Panel Bumper Defects 
Dow pallet 1 layer 1 6 27 72 34 20 159 
Dow pallet 2 layer 1 3 85 49 18 14 169 
Dow pallet 3 layer 1 6 115 84 28 45 278 
Dow pallet 4 laver 1 0 118 69 55 94 336 
Dow pallet 1 layer 2 2 22 62 35 22 143 
Dow pallet 2 layer 2 11 56 67 31 23 188 
Dow pallet 3 layer 2 4 119 105 32 34 294 
Dow pallet 4 layer 2 4 96 77 29 94 300 
Dow pallet 1 laver 3 4 26 58 26 17 131 
Dow pallet 2 layer 3 7 60 53 22 27 169 
Dow pallet 3 layer 3 2 98 109 22 46 277 
Dow pallet 4 layer 3 4 92 78 35 89 298 
Dow layer 1 total 15 345 274 135 173 942 
% defect on layer 1 all pallets 0.5% 12.0% 9.5% 4.7% 6.0% 32.7% 
Dow layer 2 total 21 293 311 127 173 925 
% defect on layer 2 all pallets 0.7% 10.2% 10.8% 4.4% 6.0% 32.1% 
Dow layer 3 total 17 276 298 105 179 875 
% defect on layer 3 all pallets 0.6% 9.6% 10.3% 3.6% 6.2% 30.4% 
Grand total for Dow resin 53 914 883 367 525 2742 
0.6% 10.6% 10.2% 4.2% 6.1% 31.7% 
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APPENDIX D: BP SOLVAY RESIN 






Fort1flex® HP50-25-155 1s a high performance high densrty polyethylene copolymer developed for blow 
molding II 1s recommended for use in applications requ1r1ng excellent environmental stress crack 
resistance (ESCR). HP50-25-155 is recommended for use in continuous extrusron blowmolding equipment 
This product meets the Food and Drug Administration requirements of 21CFR 177 1520 for contact with 
food This resin 1s Kosher certified 
Property 
Density 
Melt Index 1 
Tensile Strength 
@ Yield (2 in/min) 
Elongation 
@ Break (2 in/min} 
Flexural Modulus 2 
Flexural Modulus 3
Notched lzod Impact Strength 
Tensile Impact Strength 
Hardness (Shore D) 








2% Secant-Method 1 
BP Solvay Polyethylene North Amen� 














English Units SI Unrts 
- 0 951 glee 
- 0 22 g/10 min 
3700 psi 25 5 MPa 
>700% >700% 
165,000 psi 1138 MPa 
135,000 psi 931 MPa 
3 2 ft-lbf/in 0.17 kJ/m 





3333 Richmond Avenue Houston. Texas 77098-3099 Ma11,ng· P O  Box 27328. Houston. Texas 77227 7328 
Telephone 1 800 231 6313 Fax 713 522 2435 Technoca: Serv,ce 1 800 338 0489 Customer Order Service 1 800 527 5419 
www bpsolvaype com/na 
TO OUR KNOWLEDGE THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS ACCURATE AS OF THE DATE OF THIS DOCUMENT 
HOWEVER. NEITHER BP SOLVAY POLYETHYLENE NORTH AMERICA NOR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES MAKES ANY 
WARRANTY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. OR ACCEPTS ANY LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THIS INFORMATION OR ITS USE 
THIS INFORMATION IS FOR USE BY TECHNICALLY SKILLED PERSONS AT THEIR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK AND DOES 
NOT RELATE TO THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN COMBINATION WITH ANY OTHER SUBSTANCE OR ANY OTHER PROCESS 
THIS IS NOT A LICENSE UNDER ANY PATENT OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHT THE USER ALONE MUST FINALLY 
DETERMINE SUITABILITY OF ANY INFORMATION OR MATERIAL FOR ANY CONTEMPLATED USE. THE MANNER OF USE 
AND WHETHER ANY PATENTS ARE INFRINGED 
COPYRIGHT 2001 BP SOLVAY POLYETHYLENE NORTH AMERICA ALL RIGHTS RESERVED REVISED 11-29-00 
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Table A-4. All Raw Data for BP Solvay Resin 
Pushed Creased Creased Pushed 
Bent Up Side Label in Total 
Neck Base Wall Panel Bum er Defects 
BP Solva allet 1 La er 1 15 108 70 48 86 327 
BP Solva allet 2 La er 1 19 49 56 40 65 231 
BP Solva allet 3 La er 1 20 84 45 38 79 266 
BP Solva allet 4 La er 1 30 61 60 28 32 211 
BP Solva allet 1 La er 2 22 93 77 46 77 315 
BP Solva allet 2 La er 2 17 67 55 31 66 236 
BP Solva allet 3 La er 2 15 57 67 37 63 239 
BP Solva allet 4 La er 2 21 62 48 28 25 184 
BP Solva allet 1 La er 3 9 62 70 11 79 231 
BP Solva allet 2 La er 3 4 63 41 24 60 192 
BP Solva allet 3 La er 3 9 79 46 30 164 
BP Solva allet 4 La er 3 8 43 61 24 48 184 
BP Solva la er 1 total 84 302 231 154 262 1035 
% defect on layer 1 - all 
allets 2.9% 10.5% 8.0% 5.3% 9.1% 35.9% 
75 279 247 142 231 974 
2.6% 9.7% 8.6% 4.9% 8.0% 33.8% 
30 247 218 89 187 771 
1.0% 8.6% 7.6% 3.1% 6.5% 26.8% 
189 828 696 385 680 2780 
30 
